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Outline 
• Since the 1980s, a popular interpretation of the recent 

development experience of the world economy has focused on 
the strong causality from market integration to welfare.

• When it comes to intellectual rationales for development policy 
and globalisation, the prevailing wisdom has been prescriptive. 

• However, globalisation has been associated with simultaneous, 
yet asymmetrical consequences for countries and for the 
people [inclusion, exclusion and marginalisation].

• Development Economics, as a field of economic research, 
offers new insights for the configuration of development policy 
and that creates new opportunities for the development 
economics profession at large.



Economic growth in the long run: 
the on-going debate on underlying factors



Periods during which output per capita 
doubled: linear diffusion? acceleration? 
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Definitions and research priorities: the 
case  of poverty/inequality



60 years of Development Economics

• The early Keynesian influence

• Structural change and economic development 

• Planning and project appraisal

• Trade regimes and economic integration

• Less state-more market

• From structural adjustment to poverty reduction

• Institutions into economic development



The evolution of research agendas

• GOALS: GDP-Non-monetary indicators-Poverty-
Human capabilities-sustainable development

• DRIVERS: Physical capital-Human capital-
Knowledge capital-Social capital

• MARKETS: market failures-nonmarket failures-
new market failures-institutional failures

• POLICY: “poor because poor” – “get prices 
right”-“get all policies right”-“get institutions right”



Combinations of explanatory and 
normative frameworks in development 

policy analysis



The configuration of development policy 
analysis, 1950-1990 and 1990-present



Global policy prescriptions: the “Washington 
Consensus”

1.Fiscal discipline
2. Reorientation of public expenditures
3. Tax reform
4. Financial liberalization
5. Unified and competitive exchange rates
6. Trade liberalization
7. Openness to Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)
8. Privatization
9. Deregulation

The follow-up debate:
INSTITUTIONS - EFFICIENCY - RESOURCES



Trends in the World Economy



FACT #1: GDP Convergence vs. divergence

1960-2000



FACT #2: Capital markets and financial 
crises



Fact #3: The cost of financial shocks



FACT #4: Paying the bill - strategies of 
self-insurance

Foreign reserves (excluding gold) in m onths of im ports
industrial and non-oil deve loping countries
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FACT #5: Asymmetrical access 
to capital markets



FACT #6: Evolution of inflows of FDI 
(billions of current US$)



FACT #7: Inflows of portfolio investment 
(b. current US$)



FACT # 8: Evidence on the knowledge 
divide share of world patents and 

income
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FACT#9: Regional shares of industrial 
production in Developing Countries



FACT #10: Evolution of exports, 
b. current US$



FACT#11: Evolution of incomes, exports 
and capital flows, 1985-2000



General Interpretation I: Asymmetries in 
the World Economy

• Extreme concentration of innovation and 
technical change

• Greater macroeconomic vulnerability of 
developing countries

• Increasing capital mobility vs. limited 
international mobility of labour



General Interpretation II: Challenges for  
Developing Countries

• Potential benefits of trade and foreign 
investment depend on the availability of 
institutional and productive capacities to respond

• International trade and factor movements have 
increased but in a highly selective way

• Diverging economic growth trajectories in the 
integrated world economy

• Growth and development depends on an 
uncertain mixture of unbalanced global market 
forces and asymmetrical local productive 
capacity and experience. Thus, institutional 
variety in policy configuration is needed. 



Insights from theory: 
Development Economics-1

• Revisiting Market Failures
– Microeconomics of development
– Multiple-equilibria in growth modeling

• Macroeconomics of Development
– Impacts of exogenous shocks
– The sequence of adjustment processes

• Empirical research on Development Dynamics
– Production systems
– Dual structures

• Interdisciplinary “field” research
– “Institutions rule”
– Technology driven processes



Insights from theory: 
Development Economics-2

• Integrated theories for long-run growth
– Asymmetries
– Turning points
– Diversity

• The policy process
– Development strategy as a self-discovery process
– International public goods
– Diversity and context specificity in policy processes

• New research tools
– Data  sets
– Research methods

• ….and a final comment on the Greek context


